Statistically stable ultrasonic imaging in random media.
Analysis of array data from acoustic scattering in a random medium with a small number of isolated targets is performed in order to image and, thereby, localize the spatial position of each target. Because the host medium has random fluctuations in wave speed, the background medium is itself a source of scattered energy. It is assumed, however, that the targets are sufficiently larger and/or more reflective than the background fluctuations so that a clear distinction can be made between targets and background scatterers. In numerical simulations nonreflective boundary conditions are used so as to isolate the effects of the host randomness from those of the spatial boundaries, which can then be treated in a separate analysis. It is shown that the key to successful imaging is finding statistically stable functionals of the data whose extreme values provide estimates of scatterer locations. The best ones are related to the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the array response matrix, just as one might expect from prior work on array data processing in complex scattering media having homogeneous backgrounds. The specific imaging functionals studied include matched-field processing and linear subspace methods, such as MUSIC (MUtiple SIgnal Classification). But statistical stability is not characteristic of the frequency domain, which is often the province of these methods. By transforming back into the time domain after first diagonalizing the array data in the frequency domain, one can take advantage of both the time-domain stability and the frequency-domain orthogonality of the relevant eigenfunctions.